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Python UnlockedPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Write smarter, bug-free, high performance code with minimal effort
	
		Uncover the best tools and options available to Python developers today
	
		Deploy decorators, design patters, and various optimization techniques to use Python 3.5 effectively



	Book...
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Emotional Intelligence Pocketbook: Little Exercises for an Intuitive LifeCapstone, 2017

	A practical "how-to" guide to changing the way you think about your emotions


	Bestselling personal development author Gill Hasson is back with this pocket sized guide to dealing with your emotions. Learn how to understand yourself and those around you with practical tips and tricks that will help you be more...
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The Truth About Confident PresentingFT Press, 2008

	Praise for The Truth About Confident Presenting 


	 


	"O'Rourke goes beyond the typical list of speaking tips and packs a lot of wisdom into his 51 truths. He explains the critical link between the content of a speech and its ultimate...
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Intermediate German For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	Need to brush up on your German? Intermediate German For Dummies is your key to success in becoming confident in both written and spoken German. It gives you the straight talk and nitty-gritty detail that will see you successfully through any major or minor roadblocks to communicating in German.


	This friendly, hands-on...
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Advanced Statistics DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	TAKE THE "MEAN" OUT OF ADVANCED STATISTICS


	Now anyone who has mastered basic statistics can easily take the next step up. In Advanced Statistics Demystified, experienced statistics instructor Larry J. Stephens provides an effective, anxiety-soothing, and totally painless way to learn advanced statistics --...
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Dynamic SQL: Applications, Performance, and SecurityApress, 2016

	This book is an introduction and deep-dive into the many uses of dynamic SQL in Microsoft SQL Server. Dynamic SQL is key to large-scale searching based upon user-entered criteria. It’s also useful in generating value-lists, in dynamic pivoting of data for business intelligence reporting, and for customizing database objects and querying...
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Beginning iOS 5 Application DevelopmentWrox Press, 2012


	APPLE FIRST OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED the iOS 5 at the Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC)

	in June 2011. After 7 betas and with much anticipation, Apple finally rolled out iOS 5 with the

	vastly improved iPhone 4S. With 200 new features added to the iOS, Apple is set to reign as the

	king of the mobile platform for the foreseeable...
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Elementary and Intermediate AlgebraBrooks Cole, 2012

	Algebra can be like a foreign language, but ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA, 5E, gives you the tools and practice you need to fully understand the language of algebra and the "why" behind problem solving. Using Strategy and Why explanations in worked examples and a six-step problem solving strategy, ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE...
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The Transform and Data Compression Handbook (Electrical Engineering and Signal Processing Series)CRC Press, 2000
Transforms and Data Compression Handbook presents issues that are fundamental to communications, image processing, image and data storage, and the medical field. By illustrating the link between the transformation of data and efficient compression, using the basic theory of transforms and real compression applications, the editors create a...
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Principles of CMOS VLSI Design (VLSI systems series)Addison Wesley, 1985
With this updated text, Weste conveys an understanding of CMOS technology, circuit design, layout, and system design sufficient to feel confident with the technology. The book deals the technology down to the layout level of detail, thereby providing a bridge from a circuit to a form that may be fabricated. The early chapters provide a circuit view...
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Building Self-confidence for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Includes advice on making a great first impression
Be more confident in all walks of life  

We could all use a little more confidence in our lives. With a push in the right direction, you can discover how to carry yourself confidently at work, at home, and even in relationships. This friendly guide shows you what confidence is and where...
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Beginning Backbone.js (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	Beginning Backbone.js is your step-by-step guide to learning and using the Backbone.js library in your web projects. Backbone.js is one of the most popular JavaScript libraries among web developers, used to create modular, single-page web apps. This book takes you from downloading Backbone.js and its dependencies all the way to using...
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